
SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 1

DE6066 Desert Rock
Body
RL#493

DE6068 Cobblestone Path
Trim Option #1
RL#549

DE6067 Crushed Stone
Trim Option #2
RL#549

DE6069 Bannister Brown
Trim Option #3
RL#549

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 2

DEC786 Miner's Dust
Body
RL#631

DET627 Pewter Patter
Trim Option #1
RL#924

DET620 Barnwood Gray
Trim Option #2
RL#917

DET626 Metal Fringe
Trim Option #3
RL#923

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 3

DE6144 Graham Cracker
Body
RL#560

DE6145 Rocky Ridge
Trim Option #1
RL#560

DE6146 Lonely Road
Trim Option #2
RL#560

DE6147 Chester Brown
Trim Option #3
RL#560

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 4

DET646 Warm and Toasty
Body
RL#943

DET639 Maple Brown Sugar
Trim Option #1
RL#936

DET631 Cocoa Powder
Trim Option #2
RL#928

DET680 Espresso Macchiato
Trim Option #3
RL#977

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 5

DE6221 Flintstone
Body
RL#571

DET512 Whale Watching
Trim Option #1
RL#809

DET511 Dapple Gray
Trim Option #2
RL#808

DEC750 Bison Beige
Trim Option #3
RL#649

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 6

DE6143 Almond Latte
Body
RL#504

DET690 Saddle Up
Trim Option #1
RL#987

DET682 Art and Craft
Trim Option #2
RL#979

DET681 Moderne Class
Trim Option #3
RL#978

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 7

DE6122 Dry Creek
Body
RL#501

DE6123 Trail Dust
Trim Option #1
RL#557

DE6124 Whole Wheat
Trim Option #2
RL#557

DE6125 Carved Wood
Trim Option #3
RL#557

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 8

DE6115 Practical Tan
Body
RL#500

DE6117 Colorado Trail
Trim Option #1
RL#556

DE6118 Sandpit
Trim Option #2
RL#556

DE6119 Neutral Valley
Trim Option #3
RL#556

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 9

DEC716 Stonish Beige
Body
RL#677

DE6096 Homestead
Trim Option #1
RL#553

DE6097 Monterey Brown
Trim Option #2
RL#553

DE6098 Burns Cave
Trim Option #3
RL#553

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 10

DE6104 Chic Brick
Body
RL#554

DE6103 Copper Lake
Trim Option #1
RL#554

DE6105 Weathered Leather
Trim Option #2
RL#554

DEC718 Mesa Tan
Trim Option #3
RL#687

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 11

DET624 Sorrel Felt
Body
RL#921

DET694 Carmel Mission
Trim Option #1
RL#991

DET695 Grange Hall
Trim Option #2
RL#992

DET631 Cocoa Powder
Trim Option #3
RL#928

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 12

DEC728 Madera
Body
RL#638

DEC729 Medallion
Trim Option #1
RL#643

DE6152 Maple View
Trim Option #2
RL#561

DET631 Cocoa Powder
Trim Option #3
RL#928

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 13

DEC717 Baked Potato
Body
RL#682

DE6104 Chic Brick
Trim Option #1
RL#554

DE6070 Chocolate Chunk
Trim Option #2
RL#549

DE6370 Charcoal Smudge
Trim Option #3
RL#592

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 14

DE6124 Whole Wheat
Body
RL#557

DE6123 Trail Dust
Trim Option #1
RL#557

DE6125 Carved Wood
Trim Option #2
RL#557

DE6126 Stockhorse
Trim Option #3
RL#557

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 15

DET685 Mission Gold
Body
RL#982

DET683 Wild Horses
Trim Option #1
RL#980

DET680 Espresso Macchiato
Trim Option #2
RL#977

DET688 Wild Bill Brown
Trim Option #3
RL#985

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 16

DE5215 Caramel Apple
Body
RL#389

DE6143 Almond Latte
Trim Option #1
RL#504

DET634 Downing to Earth
Trim Option #2
RL#931

DE6376 Looking Glass
Trim Option #3
RL#593

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 17

DE5263 Sonora Shade
Body
RL#391

DE5265 Brown Eyes
Trim Option #1
RL#391

DE6132 Big Stone Beach
Trim Option #2
RL#558

DE6131 Teddy Bear
Trim Option #3
RL#558

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 18

DE6215 Wooden Peg
Body
RL#570

DE6214 Pigeon Gray
Trim Option #1
RL#570

DE6216 Barrel Stove
Trim Option #2
RL#570

DE6217 Ancient Earth
Trim Option #3
RL#570

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 19

DEC771 Shaggy Barked
Body
RL#655

DE6222 Weather Board
Trim Option #1
RL#571

DE6223 Mission Trail
Trim Option #2
RL#571

DET453 Majolica Earthenware
Trim Option #3
RL#750

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 20

DE6229 Calico Rock
Body
RL#572

DE6228 Play on Gray
Trim Option #1
RL#572

DE6230 Center Ridge
Trim Option #2
RL#572

DE6231 Shaker Gray
Trim Option #3
RL#572

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 21

DE6207 Egyptian Sand
Body
RL#569

DE6208 Tuscan Mosaic
Trim Option #1
RL#569

DE6209 Rock 'n' Oak
Trim Option #2
RL#569

DE6210 Midnight Brown
Trim Option #3
RL#569

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 22

DE6200 Handwoven
Body
RL#568

DE6201 Rattan Basket
Trim Option #1
RL#568

DE6202 Coconut Shell
Trim Option #2
RL#568

DE6203 Essential Brown
Trim Option #3
RL#568

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 23

DE6111 S'mores
Body
RL#555

DE6110 Warm Hearth
Trim Option #1
RL#555

DE6112 Cedar Chest
Trim Option #2
RL#555

DE6104 Chic Brick
Trim Option #3
RL#554

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Rancho Vistoso Master

LOCATION: Tucson & Oro Valley, AZ, 85755 & 85739

Scheme 24

DE6075 Wood Lake
Body
RL#550

DE6074 Frontier Land
Trim Option #1
RL#550

DE6076 Wandering Road
Trim Option #2
RL#550

DE6077 Deep Brown
Trim Option #3
RL#550

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS: If you live in a sub association, please check with your manager on your approved color schemes.

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

6065192

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Oro Valley - 193
9610 N Oracle Road

(520) 848-3613

Tucson-Thornydale-045
6741ThornydaleRd#101

(520) 219-7252

Oracle Road - 039
3850 N Oracle Rd

(520) 887-7100

Rancho Vistoso Master

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.
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